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= Widest available

display dynamic

range (100 dB)

= Greatest resolu-

tion bandwidth

range (3 Hz to

10 MHz) ina 1,3,

10 sequence

= Improved

sensitivity

= Unparalleled

phase noise

performance

= Easy-to-use

human interface

= Color display

= Two GPIB

(IEEE-488) ports

for convenient

data transfer and

instrument

control

= Rugged

portability



Me better than currently-
“available spectrum analyzers

(— 105 dBc/Hz).

State-of-the-art amplitude
accuracy. Using unique nor-

malization of frequency response

for every attenuator setting, the

2782 offers improved amplitude

accuracy over its entire coaxial

range. You're assured of accurate

absolute amplitude measurements.

Strong microwave front

end. A 0-dBm, 1-dB compres-

sion point allows you to uncou-

ple the mixer input level from the
RF attenuator by up to 30 dB,

providing more dynamic range

for high-level signals. This and

the 10 MHz resolution bandwidth

means the 2782 can make

pulsed RF measurements three

times as narrow as analyzers

with a — 5 dBm compression

point and 3 MHz resolution

bandwidth. Plus, a + 15 dBm,
third-order intercept point (TO!)
offers 10 to 15 dB more dynamic
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range for intermodulation mea-
surements than analyzers with a

+7 dBm (TO).

Simultaneous analog and

digital spectrum display.
The 2782 is the only spectrum

analyzer combining digitizing
power with the level of informa-

tion unique to an analog display.

In complex waveforms, you can

see gray-scale detail lost in the
digitized spectrum.
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High-resolution, high-
contrast color display. Traces

can be displayed in either red or

green. Overlapping signals

appear in yellow, and up to four

traces can be displayed simul-

taneously. The polarizing effect of
the liquid-crystal color shutter

yields high-contrast displays

easily viewable in direct sunlight.

State-of-the-art digital
resolution. Digital resolution
of 1000-by-1000-bits with fast

peak detectors prevent missing

short pulses. Unique digital

averaging lets you selectively

average noise without affecting
the peak amplitude of broadband

signals. Other powerful digital

functions include MAX HOLD

and flexible trace math for ana-
lyzing and comparing signals.

Extensive nonvolatile

memory storage. Save up to

20 sets of front-panel settings

and 20 CRT displays, including

readouts, for future use and

documentation. The 2782 also

features 40K of memory for

storing macros (downloadable

programs), plus up to 20

front-panel key sequences

having up to 64 keystrokes per

sequence. These capabilities

save controller/compute time

and reduce bus traffic in ATE

systems. They also enhance per-

sonal productivity in manual

usage.

Optimized for ATE. Only the

2/82 provides dual GPIB ports

to facilitate distributed process-

ing. Used in an ATE system with

macros resident in nonvolatile

memory, they allow the 2782 to

control other instruments, off-

loading some tasks of the sys-

tem controller and improving

system speed.

Direct plot. Plot directly to an

IEEE-488 compatible plotter

such as the Tek HC100 without
a controller—for easy

documentation.

Shown actual size.
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Only the Tektronix

2782 can give you
this kind of capability

for a broadband sig-

nal search. The full
range (shown here) is

0 to 33 GHz. Notice
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Whether you're looking at MilStar or commercial applications such as station to

transmitter or digital radio links, your microwave measurements are moving to higher

frequency ranges. With the 2782 you'll keep pace with advancing technology.

Do broadband spur searching—even in the presence of high-level

signals. With the 2782 you can sweep from 0 to 33 GHz (large photo) with

fundamental mixing to 28 GHz. When you combine this with superior sensitivity, the

strong 1-dB compression point and the ability to reduce IF gain by 10 dB more than
other spectrum analyzers, you'll find that broadband spur searches in the presence of
high-level signals are quick and easy.

External waveguide mixing offering high perform-

ance and ease of use. Simply connect one cable to the

external mixer port and to the mixer and you're ready to extend

your frequency range beyond 33 GHz. The 2782's high-

frequency local oscillator (8-18 GHz) and high-frequency |Fs

mean better sen-
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so that only the noise Factory-adjusted preselector WEEP SPAN Aten 2008
and not the signal is

averaged, meaning

increased signal-to-

noise ratio measure-

ments, shown here in

process on a 60 GHz

Gunn Oscillator.

eliminates time-consuming

preselector peaking. The built-in

preselector is continuously peaked,
requiring no adjustments, so signal

analyzers allow, as
results ensured. A new preselector shown in this FM

design with 100 MHz minimum band- modulation ona

width allows broadband signals to be 30 GHz signal.

passed through the system with less

distortion than ever before.



Now microwave
spectrum analysis
is more powerful,
more versatile,
more precise.

Start with features you've come to

expect from Tektronix.

= Consistent lab-quality

measurement

= Built-in frequency counting

= Synthesizer frequency accuracy

= Extensive signal processing

« Greatly improved millimeter wave

measurement capability using

external waveguide mixers

= Versatile and easy-to-use marker

system

From here the 2782 adds innova-

tions unprecedented in such a rug-

ged, portable package. . .

ee a —

The new Tek 2782 represents the most

Significant step forward in microwave

spectrum analysis in nearly a decade.

You can see it in the high-contrast, high-

resolution color display, the advanced design,

and the expanded measurement window offer-

ing wider frequency coverage and better overall

dynamic range. The 2782 fundamentally

changes the way you'll look at, judge and use a

spectrum analyzer.

A powerful ATE sys-

tem component. Set up
the 2782 for semiautomated

applications or completely automated, unattended operation over

the GPIB. All front-panel functions are fully programmable.

Two GPIB interface ports, a 2782 exclusive, open the door to

distributed processing. One port can transmit waveform data, mea-

surement results and front-panel settings to the system controller.

The second port can use internally stored macros (downloaded

programs stored in NV RAM) to control external devices such as

signal sources, resulting in faster throughput and reduced system

overhead.

Combine these two IEEE-488 ports with the 2782's 40K of

macro memory, along with memory for 20 stored setting registers

and 20 stored key sequences, and you have one of the most

powerful ATE system components available.

See analog and digitized waveforms on-screen—simultaneously.
The choice to view either analog or digital spectral displays has always been standard

to Tektronix spectrum analyzers. But simultaneous display is exclusive to the 2782.

True analog display capability is indispensable when you need to see the spectral

detail in complex signals such as TV and pulsed RF waveforms. And when it's

concurrent with a digitized display, you have double the measurement power.

The new high-resolution screen is designed for easier, more comfortable
viewing and can display up to four waveforms at once, at full resolution. And in high-

contrast color. The liquid-crystal, color-shutter display lets you see waveforms and

continuously updated readouts clearly even in direct sunlight.
Best of all, you'll find the 2782 gives an entirely new dimension to

spectrum analysis with extended coaxial frequency range and more amplitude
dynamic range—at both ends of the spectrum. To see more, look inside...



We’ve expanded your

measurement window

at both ends of the

spectrum. That

means surprising new

close-in capability

plus expanded

dynamic range for

low-level signals.

Characterizing

amplifiers requires a

spectrum analyzer’s
third-order inter-

modulation (TO!)

capability be at least

10 dB better than the
device-under-test.

The 2782 with its

Taking advantage of

another 2782 prece-
dent—the narrowest

resolution bandwidth

available at this fre-

quency range—you

can compare close-in

sideband dynamic

range at offsets as
low as 10 Hz using the

new standard 3 Hz

resolution bandwidth

(red trace). Compare

this to the former

standard of 10 Hz res-

olution bandwidth

(green trace).

strong microwave

system design meets

these requirements,

as seen in this inter-

modulation measure-

ment made with no
visible sign of

distortion.

Span 100H
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See close-in phase noise right on-screen with up to 100 dB display
dynamic range. Now when you need to characterize oscillators, like DRO's or single-

frequency phase lock sources, you have available a minimum resolution bandwidth of
3 Hz. An industry first in microwave spectrum analysis, this 3 Hz bandwidth is usable

across the 2782's fundamental mixing range—to 28 GHz—and makes possible
greater close-in dynamic range than was previously possible for phase noise, spurious

and sideband measurements.

Single sideband phase noise characteristics excel by as much as 20 to 30
dB at higher frequencies. Measurements that used to require the services of slow, costly
phase noise test systems can be made

simply and directly with the 2782.

You'll save money and time.

Greater range, no distortion.

The 2782's third-order intercept point

(TO) is greater than that of previous

spectrum analyzers. Specified TOI, up

to 6.5 GHz, is +15 dBm (+10 dBm
>6.5 GHz), which means distortion

products measured on two signals at

— 30 dBm will be — 90 dBc and — 80

dBc, respectively. That's a 10 to 15 dB

distortion dynamic range improvement

over current microwave analyzers with

TOls of +7 and +5 dBm and sideband levels of — 75 and

—70 dBc for the same input level.

Plus, the industry’s strongest 1-dB compression

point. Historically, this was the primary limitation to a spec-

trum analyzers narrow pulsed RF dynamic range.

Along with its 0-dBm, 1-dB compression point which

is 5 dB higher than current spectrum analyzers, the 2782

provides a higher mixer drive level than previous instruments.

This helps reduce attenuation and makes possible more

dynamic range for phase noise measurements and broadband

spur searching (right, above), even in the presence of high-

level signals.

With the 2782 you can

uncouple the mixer

input level from the
RF attenuator by up

to 30 dB. This plus

10 MHz resolution

bandwidth means

greater range —and

fast results —for

tasks like broadband

spur searching (above)
or phase noise
measurements.
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Greater dynamic

range for high-level

signals represents

the second expansion

of your measurement
window. In pulsed RF systems

such as high-

resolution, short-

range radar, the 2782

provides the signal

processing needed

to move markers

between a main lobe

and side lobes for

measurements such

as symmetry, pulse

shape and carrier

frequency.
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Measure the narrowest pulses easily with new 10-MHz resolution band-
width. The 2782 achieves the best pulse sensitivity seen in microwave spectrum
analysis thanks to this unprecedented increase in resolution bandwidth range. Mea-
surements on signals with wide occupied bandwidths, including pulsed RF and
broadband communications measurements, can at last be accomplished with sufficient
dynamic range and resolution.

In fact, with 10 dB more range—resulting from greater resolution bandwidth and a

Only the 2782 lets you
view both analog and

digital waveforms at
the same time. By

being able to view

both spectra at once,
you can easily evalu-

ate complex charac-

teristics such as

=)

those in this TV sig-

nal, shown above.

Analog display com-
bined with the 2782’s
10 MHz resolution

bandwidth are sure to
be a winning com-

bination for HDTV.

0-dBm, 1-dB compression point—you can see and measure pulses three times
narrower than with spectrum analyzers having a 3-MHz resolution bandwidth and
—§ dBm, 1-dB compression point.

Evaluate demodulated signals
more conveniently, too. Time

domain capability to 10 MHz supports
communications or pulsed RF measure-

ments that might otherwise require use
of additional instrumentation. Signals
can be measured directly in zero span,

for example, using the 10-MHz band-
width, because it permits signal modula-

tion characteristics to be passed with

less distortion than ever before.

Plus, with analog display capability,

even zero span measurements are made

with minimum distortion and maximum

gray scale. When you need to check

waveshape or characterize complex TV or
pulsed signals, you'll find the 2782 is an

Ref Lvl -7.0dBm 3dB/

at UNCAL

Atten @dB
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Simple setup —
puts the 2782 in
easy reach of
novice or expert.

The revolutionary

human interface inte-

grates the best fea-

tures of existing

designs and adds

unique innovations.

= Dedicated front-

panel control keys

= Simple menu-driven

functions

= Assignable function

knobs

= Color display

The 2782 is a pleasure to use. No other spectrum analyzer makes such sophisti-

cated capabilities so convenient, even for a new operator.

Direct frequency measurements, for example, are accomplished quickly, using the

built-in microwave counter that provides accuracy to 7x10-9/day. It's not necessary to

manually center a signal and span down to the narrowest span to obtain an accurate

measurement. Simple marker placement and activating the count are all it takes.

Most commonly used

functions are con-

trolled by dedicated

buttons. You can set
frequency, span and

reference level to

display a spectrum

without ever using a

menu. Most of the

common marker func-
tions also have dedi-

cated buttons.

It couldn’t be easier, even measuring in wide spans.

A host of other easily used, built-in

marker and signal processing functions

help save steps and simplify tasks. They

include automatic signal searches and

bandwidth measurements.

The logically organized, easily

learned front panel is optimized for

ease of use, drawing on the best features

of previous instruments. It combines

dedicated function keys, on-screen

menus and assignable function knobs.
Most-used operations are assigned to

convenient, familiar front-panel keys.

And menu-driven soft keys are used to

control less-used functions.

Menus rarely extend to three

levels. Plus, the 2782 provides a visual

recap of the path taken—at every point

in amenu—by means of an overlap-

ping menu page structure. The ESC key

allows you to back out of each menu

level. At the top level, this key removes

the menus altogether, expanding the

viewing area available for a display.

By displaying only the

two center reference

lines, the 2782 display

can be configured
to view signals with

higher contrast.



The 2782’s menu
system rarely goes to

three levels so even
complex measure-
ments can be

accomplished with

minimum effort. In
addition, all menu
labels appear simul-
taneously on-screen

in an overlaid format
that makes menu
position immediately
obvious.

When one or two menu items are in frequent use, they can in many cases be
assigned to front-panel soft knobs —for example, attenuation, resolution bandwidth,
span and reference level.

The most advanced screen display ever seen in spectrum analysis.
Being able to display multiple waveforms simultaneously—analog and digital —along
with associated readouts and key operating parameters would present a confusing array
of information on a conventional spectrum analyzer.

Stored Waveform Has Been Locked

REG LABEL FREQUENCY

SL 01/25/89 18:35 76.397 O14MHZ

Store up to 20 wave-
forms in non-volatile
memory. You can

date/time stamp the
waveforms or enter

your own label.

But not on the 2782. That's because the 2782 uses a liquid-
crystal, color-shutter display. Color is used not only to highlight
critical information, but to distinguish different waveforms. And
color mixing highlights areas at which waveforms cross or
overlay each other. The result is a clear, complete presentation
which makes the interpretation of complex spectral displays
simpler—and fast.

Less-used functions
are readily available
through a simple
system of menus,
with selections made

via soft keys on the
right side of the
display.



2782 Performance Summary

Frequency Range

(fundamental mixing to

28 GHz)

100 Hz to 33 GHz in coax

8 GHz to 1.2 THz externally’

Resolution Bandwidth 3 Hz to 10 MHz 1, 3, 10 Sequence

(—6 dB) (Synchronously tuned 6 Pole filters)

Amplitude — 135 dBm to +30 dBm
Measurement Range (10 Hz Resolution Bandwidth)

Noise Sidebands Center Frequency Range

Frequency 100 Hzto | 6.5GHzto | 12GHzto | 21GHzto

Offset 6.5 GHz 12 GHz 21 GHz 33 GHz

100 Hz —85 — 80 —75 —70

1 kHz —9/ —95 —90 — 86

10 kHz — 105 — 105 —105 —97

100 kHz — 105 —105 —105 —97
1 MHz —112 —112 —112 — 102

Frequency Response + 1.0 dB 100 Hz to 6.5 GHz
(210 dB Attenuation) + 2.5 dB 6.5 GHz to 28 GHz

+ 3.0 dB 28 GHz to 33 GHz

Third order <6.5 GHz + 15 dBm

Intercept Point >6.5 GHz +10 dBM

(worst case for any

signal separation)

Display 100 dB

Dynamic Range

(logAmp.)

1 dB Gain 0 dBm 100 Hz to 21 GHz

Compression —3 dBm 21 GHz to 28 GHz
—6 dBm 28 GHz to 33 GHz

GPIB Bus Two Ports (in conjunction with on-board processing

(IEEE-488 1978) allows you to do distributed processing.)

Rugged Portable MIL-1-28800C Type III, Class 3

Package Style C—Compliance for transit, drop, pulse shock,
vibration and rain resistance.

Weight/Dimensions 20 kg (44 Ibs.)
8.05” x 15.75” x 21.6”

(with front cover)

1. Tektronix waveguide mixers available to cover to 325 GHz

For more complete performance characteristics, contact your local
Tektronix Sales Engineer and ask for the 2782 Data Sheet.
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For further information, contact:

U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central &

South America, Japan

Tektronix, inc.

P.O. Box 1700

Beaverton, Oregon 97075

For additional literature, or the

address and phone number of the

Tektronix Sales Office nearest you,

contact:

(800) 835-9433 ext. 170

TWX: (910) 467-8708

TLX: 151754

France, Africa

Phone: 33 (169) 86 81 81

Federal Republic of Germany

Phone: 49 (221) 77220

United Kingdom

Phone: 44 (6284) 6000

Northern Europe Area

Phone: 31 (2503) 65265

Southern Europe Area

Phone: 41 (42) 219192

Eastern Europe and Middle East

Phone: 43 (222) 68-66-02-0

Canada

Phone: (705) 737-2700

Tektronix sales and service

offices around the world: Algeria,

Argentina, Australia, Austria,

Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belgium,

Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, People's

Republic of China, Chile, Colombia,

Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador,

Egypt, Federal Republic of

Germany, Finland, France, Greece,

Hong Kong, Iceland, India,

Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy,

Japan, Jordan, Korea, Kuwait,

Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, The

Netherlands, New Zealand,

Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan,

Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland,

Portugal, Qatar, Republic of South

Africa, Saudi Arabia, Singapore,

Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden,

Switzerland, Syria, Taiwan,

Thailand, Turkey, Tunisia, United

Arab Emirates, United Kingdom,

Uruguay, Venezuela, Zimbabwe.

Copyright © 1989, Tektronix, Inc. All rights
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